Abstract In this paper, the solutions of TE(transverse electric) scattering problems by a condutive strip grating over a dielectric layer are analyzed by using the FGMM(fourier galerkin moment method) and PMM(point matching method) known as a numerical method of electromagnetic fileld. The scattered electromagnetic fields are expanded in a series of floguet mode functions, the boundary conditions are applied to obtain the unknown field coefficients, and the conductive boundary condition is used for the relationship between the tangential electric field and the induced surface current density on the strip. The numerical results for the reflected and transmitted power of zeroth mode analyzed by according as the width and spacing of conductive strip, the relative permittivity and thickness of dielectric layer, and incident angles. Generally, according to the relative permittivity of dielectric layer increased, also the normalized reflected power of zeroth mode increased. To examine the accruacy of this paper, the numerical results of FGMM shown in good agreement compared to those of PMM.
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(2) Fig. 1 . Structure of TE scattering for incident angle
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PMM을 이용한 수치해석
FGMM을 이용한 수치해석의 타당성을 검증하기 위 하여 수치해석 방법인 PMM을 이용한 수치해석 결과를 비교하고자 한다 [5] . PMM으로 수치해석을 위하여 편의 상 도체 스트립 구간을 0부터 w, 슬롯 구간 w부터 s까지 
